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Abstract—The paper describes a new real-time computation 

method named Mixt Profile of Speed (MPS), which is used to 

obtain the value of speed, at every sampling period of time, 

during the acceleration and deceleration stage, whereas the 

motion has three stages: 1) acceleration, 2) motion with imposed 

constant speed, and 3) deceleration. The method will determinate 

the location of a robotic arm for every sampling period of time. 

The originality of this new computation method refers to the 

deceleration stage; it determines an accurate positioning at the 

end of the motion in a well determinate interval of time.  During 

the forced constant motion stage, the trajectory is imposed and it 

is linear or circular. The ADNIA algorithm (numerical 

differential analysis interpolation algorithm) can be implemented 

at this stage (during the motion with imposed constant speed of 

the robotic arm) in order to ensure the maximum precision of the 

computation for the waypoints Cartesian coordinates. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The robotic technology is used in various industry sectors 
[1], [2], [6], [7]. The problems that arise are complexity of 
planning a robot motion and real-time computation of the 
speed and location for the robotic arm motion; these can be 
computationally intensive and time-consuming. One approach 
described in textbooks [4], [5] generates a trajectory that 
satisfies acceleration and speed constraints from a list of 
waypoints and use linear segments with parabolic blends. The 
approach is not applicable to automatically generated paths 
with potentially dense waypoints. In [2] was presented a 
method to generate the time optimal trajectory along a given 
path within given bounds on acceleration and speed. The 
method assumes that the acceleration and speed of individual 
coordinates are limited.  In [3] was proposed to reduce the 
computation time for path planning of motion for a robotic arm 
by use to the techniques of caching frequent arm trajectories. In 
Fig. 1 is presented the block diagram of the robotic system. 

The challenges of motion for robotic arm, involve finding 
the best precision for reaching the end point of motion, also it 
is important to obtain precise value about required motion 
time. Both conditions are very difficult to be obtained. The 
proposed real-time computation method in this paper, namely, 
Mixt Profile of Speed (named shortly MPS), defined and 

described in this paper, accomplished those two conditions, 
[10]. 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the robotic system. 

Usually, regarding robotic arm motion [1]-[3], the speed 
variation profile may have a trapezoidal profile, as in Fig. 2: 

 
Fig. 2. Trapezoidal profile of speed. 

or a parabolic profile, as presented in Fig. 3:  

 

Fig. 3. Parabolic profile of speed. 

In previous figures, index 0 shows the start of motion and 
index F shows the motion stop.  

This paper describes another profile of motion speed, 
named MPS (Mixt Profile of Speed), as in Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 4. Mixt profile of speed. 

In previous figure, index Acc defines the end of 
acceleration process, index SPconst defines the end of motion 
with constant imposed speed and index Dec defines the end of 
deceleration process.  

The motion with a mixt profile of speed supposes three 
motion stages:  

a) acceleration stage (the first stage of motion); 

b) motion with constant imposed speed (the second 

stage of motion); 

c) deceleration stage (the third stage of motion).  

The MPS profile of speed variation ensures a precise 
positioning, at the end of the motion. It may be implementing 
about motion with a well-defined constant speed, on a linear or 
circular imposed trajectory [9]. 

 

Fig. 5. Industrial robotic arm. 

       About a robotic arm as shown in Fig. 5, the motion speed 

value determines the axle components, named: zyx ppp


;; of 

position vector (named: p


presented in Fig. 5), in the location 

matrix of a robotic arm [8]: 
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About the location matrix, the others values are the axle 

components of the orientation versors: n


; o


; a


 (a versor is a 

vector having module equal with 1, because its size is not 
important; only its orientation is important), Fig. 6 [1]-[3]. 

This real-time computation method was implemented about 
positioning pieces, in a flexible manufacturing cell for welding 
industrial process. The computation method has not been 
mentioned about robotic arms motion; this paper adapts the 
computation method for robotic arms motion. 

 

Fig. 6. Position vector for a robotic arm; orientation versors. 

The next section presents a new real-time computation 
method named Mixt Profile of Speed (MPS), which is used to 
obtain the value of speed, at every sampling period of time, 
during the acceleration and deceleration stage. The motion with 
a mixt profile of speed has three stages: acceleration stage, 
motion with constant imposed speed and deceleration stage. 
Based on the results of the tests performed, several conclusions 
are presented in the last section. 

II. ACCELERATION STAGE, STAGE OF MOTION WITH 

CONSTANT IMPOSED SPEED AND DECELERATION STAGE OF 

MOTION  

The real-time computation method named mixt profile of 
speed (MPS) is described in this paragraph [1]. 

A. Acceleration Stage 

Let consider the maximum value of acceleration for a 

sampling period of time, named: 
Maxacc ; the initial value of 

speed at the motion start: 
0v . At every sampling period of 

time, named T, the speed increases with value, till 

reach the imposed value, named: impozv _ . It result the value 

of motion speed, at every sampling period of time, indexed m, 
(during the acceleration stage):  

MaxMaxmm accTmvaccTvv   01
                (2) 

This computation must be considered for every axle 
component of speed: 

MaxxMaxmxmx accTmvaccTvv   0,1,,
 

MaxyMaxmymy accTmvaccTvv   0,1,,
         (3) 

MaxzMaxmzmz accTmvaccTvv   0,1,,
 

Maxacc
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It result the variation of position vector, for every sampling 
period of time (named T), during acceleration stage of motion: 

 ivTpp mxmxmx


  ,1,,  

 jvTpp mymymy


  ,1,,                                         (4) 

 kvTpp mzmzmz


  ,1,,  

For example, let consider this example of computation: the 
location matrix of the robotic arm, at the motion start, index 0 
(the values are expressed in millimetres, [mm]) is: 
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Let consider the value of sampling period of time 

01.0T seconds [s]. Let consider the initial speed having 0 

value (the start motion value of speed) and the maximum value 

of acceleration: 200Maxacc [mm/s] (identical for every 

axle); about the first three sampling periods of time, the speed 
has those OX axle components values: 

  
1,1,0,1, 220001.0101 zyMaxxx vvaccTvv      

 

2,2,

0,2,

4

20001.0202

zy

Maxxx

vv

accTvv




               (6) 

 
3,3,0,3, 620001.0303 zyMaxxx vvaccTvv         

The OX axle components of position vector, for the first 
three sampling period of time, during acceleration stage of 
motion have those values: 

 iiivTpp xxx


 02.3)201.03(1,0,1,

 

 iiivTpp xxx


 06.3)401.002.3(2,1,2,

   (7) 

 iiivTpp xxx


 12.3)601.006.3(3,2,3,

 

In previous relations (rel.7), versor i


is the OX axle versor 

(it has the module equal with 1 value and the orientation along 

the positive sense of this axle); also, in this paper, versor j


 is 

the OY axle versor and versor k


 is the OZ axle versor. 

Similar computation (as rel.7) must be implemented about 
OY and OZ axle components of position vector; it results next 

values: jp y


 12.5 and kpz


 12.7 ; so, after 3 periods of 

time, the location matrix of the robotic arm is: 
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In the acceleration stage, about the last sampling period of 
time, the considered acceleration may be less then maximum 
value of acceleration, in order to reach the imposed constant 
speed. Let consider the number of sampling period of time 

required for acceleration stage, named: AccN ; it results the 

acceleration for the last sampling period of time: 

 
MaxAccimpozN accNvacc

Acc
 )1(           (9) 

For example, if the maximum acceleration value is 200 

mm/s; the value of sampling period of time 01.0T  s.  The 

speed at the motion start has 0 value and the constant imposed 
speed is 9 mm/s, it results the speed values, during the 
acceleration stage, at every sampling period of time, having 
those values: 0; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9 mm/s (for the last period of time, 
during acceleration stage.  

The acceleration has the value of 100mm/s, which is the 
maximum value possible).  It results the number of sampling 

period of time for acceleration stage (named: 
AccN ),  about this 

example is 5. 

B. Motion with Imposed Constant Speed 

The next motion stage is performed with the constant 

imposed value of speed, named: impozv . Usually, motion upon 

an imposed well-defined trajectory (linear or circular) is 
executed with an imposed constant speed.  

Let consider an imposed linear trajectory and the axle 

components of the imposed constant speed: impozXv , ; impozYv , ; 

impozZv , . It results the axle steps, executed by the robotic arm, 

named: zyx  ;; , at every sampling period of time (named 

T),during this motion stage:  

 impozXx vT ,   

 impozYy vT ,                     (10) 

 impozZz vT ,  

It results the axle components of position vector, indexed l, 
(index l starts with 1 value), for every sampling period of time, 
during this motion stage: 

 ilpipp xNxxlxlx Acc


   ,1,,  

 jlpjpp yNyylyly Acc


   ,1,,                 (11) 
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 klpkpp zNzzmzmz Acc


   ,1,,  

In previous relation (rel.11), 
AccNxp ,


;

AccNyp ,


; 

AccNzp ,


are 

the initial values of axle components of position vector, about 
the second stage of motion; those values are identical with 
position vector axle component values, at the end of the first 
stage of motion, the acceleration stage.  

For example, let considers those values: ip
AccNx


10,

[mm]; jp
AccNy


100, [mm]; kp

AccNz


1000,  [mm]. 

Let considers the axle steps having those values of millimetres: 

11.1x [mm]; 22.1y [mm]; 33.1z [mm]. It 

results the axle components of position vector, at every 
sampling period of time (index l), during second motion stage:  

 iliilpp xNxlx Acc


 11.110,,   

 jljjlpp yNxly Acc


 22.1100,,            (12) 

 klkklpp zNxlz Acc


 33.11000,,   

Considering rel.12, it may be computed the position vector, 
at every sampling period of time, during the motion with 
constant imposed speed (the second stage of motion). For 
example, after 200 sampling period of time, the axle 
component of position vector have the values: 

 iiiipx


 121)22210(11.120010200,

 

 jjjp y


 34422.1200100200,

                          (13) 

 kkkpz


 126633.12001000200,

 

It result the location matrix for every sampling period of 
time. In order to work with different index value about location 
matrix during all three motion stages, it must be considered: 

AccN ; so, during motion with constant speed, (index l),  the 

location matrix is:  
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In previous relations (rel.11; rel12; rel.14), the index l goes 
from 1 (one) value to NSPconst. The value of NSPconst  results from 
conditions defined about others two motion stage (as it follows 
the explanations). So, the distance performed during the 
acceleration stage (the first stage of motion) and deceleration 
stage (the third and the last stage of motion) must be computed.  

The start point and the stop point, about motion upon the 
imposed linear trajectory, must be defined; it results the entire 

distance of motion. Deducting from entire distance of motion, 
it result the distance of the second motion stage (motion with 
constant imposed speed). Considering this distance value and 
the value of imposed constant speed, it results the time required 
for the second motion stage. It must be divided this time value 
to the value of sampling period of time; so, it results NSPconst 
(last index value about second stage of motion).  

During first and second motion stage, the required number 
of sampling period of time is: NAcc +NSPconst. 

C. Deceleration Stage of Motion 

About the third stage, the deceleration stage of motion (the 
last motion stage), the variation of speed (indexed q) is: 

 
qqq decTvv  1

           (15) 

The deceleration value, named decq, has not a constant 
value, it has a decreasing value, in purpose to ensure a precise 
positioning, at the motion end (the b value is a constant and 
adjusts the decreasing of speed with several others 
characteristics of motion): 

 
2q

b
decq                           (16) 

For example, let consider b=50, it results the values of 
deceleration: dec1=50 mm/s

2
; dec2=12.5 mm/s

2
; dec3=5.55 

mm/s
2
; dec4=3.11 mm/s

2
; dec5=2 mm/s

2
.  

During the deceleration stage, the speed decreases, till it 
reaches the 0 value. 

The time lapse, during the deceleration stage, is very well 
defined, linked with the number of sampling period of time 
required for the deceleration stage, named NDec (index q goes 
from 1 value to NDec value). It results from those conditions: it 
begin with vimpoz and end with 0 value of speed, about 
deceleration stage: 

 0 qimpoz vv                          (17) 

 0
DecNv             (18) 

The computation method must consider the different values 
of speed axle components; so, the previous conditions must be 
applied for the maximum value of speed axle component: 

 )v;v;vmax(v impoz,zimpoz,yimpoz,x1q          (19) 

Considering the previous computation example, this value 
is the maximum from: 111 mm/s; 122 mm/s and 133 mm/s.  

The number (named NDec) of sampling period of time, 
required for deceleration stage, is: 

 
2,,,

)(
);;max(

Dec

impozzimpozyimpozx
N

b
vvv                        (20) 
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The resulting number must be the next integer value, 

greater then:  

impozv

b
 because the end point approach must be 

done with a very small deceleration. 

Considering the previous example of deceleration for OX 
axle component of speed, the computation of this axle 
component starts with those relations: 

 
2

,1,,2, /50 smmTvdecTvv impozxximpozxx       

 smmTvdecTvv xxxx /5.122,2,2,3,             (21) 

 smmTvdecTvv xxxx /55.53,3,3,4,   

The initial value of speed for deceleration stage (index 

q=0) is the imposed constant speed named: impozv (for motion 

on the imposed trajectory).  

The similar computation, about OX axle component of 
speed, must be applied about OY and OZ axle component of 
speed, so, the computation of axle components of speed is: 

 
qxqxqx decTvv ,1,,  
 

 
qyqyqy decTvv ,1,,  

          (22) 

 
qzqzqz decTvv ,1,,  

 

Index q goes from 1 value to NDec value, (computed with 
rel.21). For each speed axle component, the last value of 
deceleration must be adjusted to the proper value, in order to 
obtain 0 value of speed. 

It results the computation of position vector (index q): 

 ivTpp qxqxqx


  ,1,,  

 jvTpp qyqyqy


  ,1,,           (23) 

 kvTpp qzqzqz


  ,1,,  

The forth column of location matrix for robotic arm 
contains those axle components of position vector (as it was 
explained previously), the location matrix during deceleration 
stage is: 
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         (24) 

The motion with mixt profile of speed needs  

DecSPconstAcc NNN   sampling periods of time (as it was 

explained). 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper defines and describes the real-time computation 
method named mixt profile of speed (speed variation), for 
motion on an imposed linear trajectory.  

The motion implementing mixt profile of speed has three 
stages: acceleration stage; motion with constant imposed 
speed; deceleration stage. 

The paper shows the real-time computation of mixt profile 
of speed, for a robotic arm motion, on a linear trajectory.  For 
each of the three stages of motion, the position vector may be 
computed with relations (4), (12) and (23), thus it results the 
location matrix of the robotic arm relations (5), (14) and (24).  

The proposed MPS method implements the maximum 
computation precision, for robotic arm motion, upon an 
imposed linear trajectory, with a constant imposed speed.  

The method offers the best precision for reaching the end 
point of motion; also it obtains a precise value for required 
motion time. 
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